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The eigenproblem HCx = λx for matrices

HC =

[
A C
D −AT

]
∈ C2n×2n, A,C = CT , D = DT ∈ Cn×n.

will be considered. Please note, that hereXT denotes transposition, Y = XT , yij = xji, no matter
whether X is real or complex, while XH denotes conjugate transposition, Y = XH , yij = xji.
For

Jn =

[
0 In
−In 0

]
∈ R2n×2n, In ∈ Rn×n

we have
(HCJ)

T = HCJ.

Matrices HC are called complex-J-symmetric. The eigenvalues of HC display a symmetry: they
appear in pairs (λ,−λ). If x is the right eigenvector corresponding to λ, HCx = λx, than Jx is the
left eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue −λ of HC , (Jx)THC = −λ(Jx).
Any complex J-symmetric matrix X is said to be in structured Schur form if

X =

[
R B
0 −RT

]
, R,B = BT ∈ Cn×n,

where the nonzero eigenvalues of R either have positive real part or zero real part and positive
imaginary part. For any complex J-symmetric matrix HC there exists a complex symplectic and
unitary matrix W ∈ C2n×2n

WTJW = J WHW = I,

such that WHHCW is in structured Schur form.
The most popular way to compute the standard Schur form of a general matrix is the QR al-
gorithm. It is tempting to derive a structured QR algorithm for transforming HC iteratively into
structured Schur form. We will discuss why this is not possible in general and suggest other
methods to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of HC . In particular, a straightforward adap-
tion of the algorithm for computing the real SR decomposition as given in [1] gives an algorithm for
computing the complex symplectic SR decomposition of an arbitrary matrix A ∈ C2n×2n. Adapting
this complex SR algorithm for complex J-symmetric HC only O(n) flops per SR step are needed
compared to O(n3) flops when working on a general complex matrix.
Throughout this talk connections to Volker’s work on Hamiltonian eigenvalue problems will be
highlighted.
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